Calling all creatives!

The National Archives is now on Giphy, the online library of animated gifs to share and create. We've opened our vault to reveal dozens of animated GIFs, created from the holdings of the National Archives, all ready to share and reuse.

Each of our animated GIFs on Giphy includes a link back to our online catalog with more information about the archival source material. And many are copyright free!

The National Archives Catalog is not just for research anymore. You can use our holdings to create or share animated GIFs to communicate a reaction, offer a visual explanation, or even create your own works of art!
Come find animated history of all flavors including major historic events, celebrities, National Parks, newsreels, animated patents, dancing WACs, and more from the holdings of the U.S. National Archives.

You can even access our GIFs directly from Twitter! Just click the GIF button in the Twitter tool bar, search on “ArchivesGIF” and all our GIFs will appear for you to share in your tweet!
If creating animated GIFs are up your creative alley, check out DPLA's annual GIF IT UP challenge! Submissions will be accepted starting October 1.

Want to learn more about making GIFs? Join us for a GIF-making workshop, hosted by Darren Cole, of the National Archives' Today's Document, and Richard Naples of the Smithsonian Libraries. Sponsored by the Digital Public Library of America, the workshop is Wednesday, September 28 at 3pm.

And be sure to check out our Today's Document Tumblr, where you can explore daily featured documents from today in history from the holdings of the National Archives.